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“Always do 
your best. 
What you 
plant now, 
you will 
harvest 
later.”
-Og Mandino
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An old man going a lone highway,
Came at the evening cold and gray,
To a chasm vast and deep and wide.

Through which was flowing a sullen tide.

The old man crossed in the twilight dim,
The sullen stream had no fear for him;

But he turned when safe on the other side
And built a bridge to span the tide.

“Old man”, said a fellow pilgrim near
“You are wasting your strength with building here;

Your journey will end with the ending day,
You never again will pass this way;

You’ve crossed the chasm, deep and wide,
Why build this bridge at evening tide?”

The builder lifted his old gray head;
“Good friend, in the path I have come,” he said,

“There followed after me to-day
A youth whose feet must pass this way.

This chasm that has been as naught to me
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be;

He too must cross in the twilight dim;
Good friend, I am building this bridge for him!”

-Will Allen Dromgoole

Bridge 
          Builder

“Go as far as 
you can see; 
when you get 
there you’ll 
be able to see 
farther.”
-J.P. Morgan

The
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Focus

Throughout my career, I have been 
fortunate to be in almost constant contact 

with successful people who have a strong 
ability to focus on priorities. When speaking 
to these individuals, I always notice common 
traits that they all seem to have, which lends to 
their ability to focus on the key situations and 
opportunities that lead to success.

They know how to make decisions. They 
have good intuition and aren’t afraid to make 
hard choices, despite opposing forces.

They do more than what is asked of them. 
They view their job descriptions as just the 
beginning of what they can do. After they’ve 
completed their mandatory tasks, they will 
always ask to take on more projects that 
challenge them. They are even willing to take 
on the tedious work that no one else wants to 
do in order to be a team player.

They are willing to fail in order to 
eventually succeed. Successful people know 
that it doesn’t come easy, and they are bound 
to fail more than succeed. They are willing to 
learn from each failure, as it will help them 
make better decisions that lead to success later. 
While many people give up after failing at 
something, a successful person will persevere.

They know that they make their own luck. 
Luck is derived from hard work over time 
and positioning yourself for success. You will 

not randomly get lucky and successful people 
know that. They will do at least one thing 
every single day to put themselves in a better 
position to get lucky and then use that luck 
to grow.

They set realistic goals that they can 
accomplish. Successful people wake up and 
they have already planned their day, while 
unsuccessful people are scrambling to figure 
out what they need to do next. Their goals 
are very focused, big yet obtainable, and are 
aligned to their strengths. They know what 
they are capable of and will invest all of their 
efforts in it.

They take accountability for themselves and 
their actions. They are not relying on other 
people in order to get the job done. Instead, 
they are looking inwards and are trying to find 
the solutions, while leveraging their current 
assets. If they make a mistake, they own up 
to it and immediately think of ways that they 
can improve next time, not making the same 
mistake twice.

They make change instead of being affected 
by it. Successful people aren’t waiting around 
to be affected by economic trends. They are 
the ones who are creating the trends and 
making things happen.

By Darrell Cole, President & CEO, The United Distribution Group

“Problems 
are only 
opportunities 
in work 
clothes.”
-Henry J. Kaiser
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They are able to adjust to changes in the 
marketplace. Successful people are willing 
to reinvent themselves to stay relevant in the 
business world. They understand that if you 
are stagnant and ignore trends, that you will 
be left behind. They are constantly coming 
up with new ideas, searching for the next big 
thing and gaining new skills.

They can communicate their story 
effectively. If you walk up to a successful 
person and ask them what they do, they 
will able to tell you everything in a concise 
manner. They know who they are, what they 
do and can make you believe in them.

They ask the right questions to the 
people who can deliver the right answers. 
Successful people know they need to solve 
problems by tapping their networks. They 
are not afraid of emailing or calling the best 
person who can answer their questions. They 
are always prepared with the right questions 
and are always willing to help the other person 
out in return.

They are life-long learners who push 
themselves out of their comfort zones. 
While most people think that when they 
graduate college, they are finished being a 
student, successful people remain students. 
They are constantly learning new things and 

have new experiences. They aren’t afraid to try 
new activities and to fail at them.

They know who they are and their place in 
the world. Successful people are confident 
and can lead themselves as well as others. 
They have a vision and a mission and seek to 
bring it to life on a daily basis. They also know 
who they are not and do not waste time on 
unproductive activities.

They are more excited about the journey 
than the payout. Successful people ignore get-
rich-quick schemes. They are more focused 
on building sustainable careers through hard 
work, risk-taking and creativity. They enjoy the 
journey, despite the obstacles, because they 
are doing something that has meaning in 
their lives.

They create instead of just consume. 
While most people are busy reading emails, 
successful people are creating new tools, 
presentations and coming up with ideas. They 
are the ones who are making things that other 
people need instead of being on the other end 
of the spectrum, consuming them.

Today, more than ever, as a company and as 
individuals, we must constantly reprioritize, 
keep our focus and always remember – our 
focus determines our reality.

Success
“Focus on 
the journey, 
not the 
destination. 
Joy is found 
not in 
finishing an 
activity but 
in doing it.”
-Greg Anderson
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Recently Dawn and I sold our family home 
and downsized to a much smaller home 

more suitable to “empty-nesters.”  We made 
that decision with very mixed emotions…but 
that is another story, for another day.

During the preparation for the move we had to 
make a lot of decisions about our stuff – move, 
store, sell, give-away, or throw-away.  Luckily, 
Dawn does not believe in the last category…
throw away!  That allowed me to “discover” a 
book we gave my Dad several years ago called 
“Think Like a Fish”, an autobiography by Tom 
Mann.  The title intrigued me, and I decided I 
would look through the book and wound up 
reading it over a few weekends.

Every serious fisherman knows the Tom Mann 
name.  He practically invented the artificial 

lure and plastic worm industry for fresh water 
fishing from his south Alabama home and 
factory on Lake Eufaula.  My Mother and 
Father built their retirement home on Lake 
Eufaula and I have a lot of great memories 
from our time there.

Mann built his business from zero to a multi-
million-dollar organization that has produced 
and sold over a billion lures to date.  He added 
to that the Humminbird depth finder brand 
that produced the first fish finder available to 
the recreational fisherman. Tom Mann was 
one of the first superstars on the BASS Fishing 
circuit.  But in the book it became clear that 
his presence on the BASS tour was merely a 
great way to promote and encourage people to 
use the Mann Lures. 

Focus
By Richard Harrison, President, GHX Industrial

“Genius is 
the ability 
to put into 
effect what 
is on your 
mind.”
-F. Scott Fitzgerald
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Focus
“I don’t 
focus on 
what I’m up 
against. I 
focus on my 
goals and try 
to ignore the 
rest.”
-Venus Williams

 “Think like a fish”, simply put means that to 
catch a largemouth bass when no one else 
could, Tom would focus on getting inside 
the mind of the fish and use that knowledge 
to be successful.  He did that by studying 
their habits and actions as much as he did by 
actually fishing.  He even built a 38,000 gallon 
aquarium in his store to study the fish in their 
habitat and test out his new creations.  He 
learned what they liked and didn’t like, what 
they ate and when, how they moved, and even 
how they chose their mates.

Tom used that same approach to every aspect 
of his life… focus on the opportunity and 
“think like a fish.” He always knew he was 
going to be successful; he never allowed 

thoughts of failure to enter into his mind.  He 
built his business and life on that philosophy.

I believe we can all take a bit of inspiration 
from Tom Mann as we approach the 
headwinds of 2015. For GHX to be successful 
this year, we need to “think like a fish.”  Don’t 
let the noise of low oil and gas prices freak you 
out.  We’re built to withstand and thrive even 
in down climates.  Focus and get inside the 
mind of your customer and think like them.  
What are their challenges? How can GHX 
help solve these problems?  What do they 
think of GHX and our competitors?  How can 
we improve and raise our value?

...................It’s Time to Shine!
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“You can do 
anything as 
long as you 
have the 
passion, the 
drive, the 
focus and the 
support.”
-Sabrina Bryan

Every morning, when I commute from 
home to work (which takes me about 25 

minutes); I usually listen to one of two radio 
stations – ESPN or NPR.  One particular 
morning, the host of the NPR program was 
presenting a segment on what makes people 
successful. 

He asked a group of people to choose the 
one word that best describes what has made 
them successful.  Two of the people the host 
interviewed were Warren Buffett and Bill 
Gates who are obviously two of the most 
successful people in the US, if not the world. He 
interviewed them independently and both of 
them offered the same exact answer – FOCUS.

So, I thought it would be interesting to ask the 
same question of a broad base of employees 
from our combined companies.  Immediately, I 
learned that many people have great difficulty in 
narrowing their answer down to one just word.  
Some knew the answer immediately and almost 

instinctively, while others seemed to want or 
need to ponder their response. 

For me, I have always known that my greatest 
strength and ultimately what has contributed to 
my success has been my ability to be disciplined 
in my approach to life and work. This is true 
whether my task is developing and executing a 
long-range marketing and sales support plan, 
establishing our intellectual property rights 
and managing our North American trademark 
rights, writing a press release, organizing a 
special event or simply taking my three-year-old 
grandson on a Saturday morning adventure.

It is my belief that if we can each define the 
singular trait that has made the greatest 
contribution to our individual success, we 
should be able to translate that into greater 
collective workplace productivity.

To that end, here is a list of the names of people 
who responded to my informal survey request 
and their responses. 

Letter from the Editor
By Carl Mallory, Director of Marketing , The United Distribution Group
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“Every 
man is the 
architect 
of his own 
fortune.”
-Sallust

Name Subsidiary Location Word

David Miller UC Corporate Motivation

Michael Looney UDG Corporate Motivation

Pauline Belcher UC Corporate Perseverance

Mike Culbert UC Corporate Perseverance

Rick Johnson UDG Corporate Strategic

Susie McNally UC Corporate Motivation

Henry Looney UC Corporate Work-Ethic

Ken Begley UDG Corporate Attitude

Krista Guffey UDG Corporate Determination

Cliff Nelson UDG Corporate Faith

Deborah Peek UC Corporate Life-Long-Learning

Matt Shoemaker UC Corporate Motivated

Maynard Newman UC Corporate Caring

Tonya Stitt UC Corporate Survivor

Nick Cole UC Corporate Faith

Anita Gilliam UDG Corporate Persistence

Tina Wilson UC Corporate Determination

Jay Altman UC Corporate Faith

Carol Leonard UC Corporate Determination

Derek Brown UC Corporate Diligence

Terry Smith UC Beckley Listening

Bill Guarnieri GHX Corporate Attitude

Walter Clay UC Hueytown Drive

Jack Clevenger McCarty Greely Persistence

Cody Guidry GHX Houma Determination

Kim Heis GHX Woodridge Commitment

Jason Dutke McCarty Dickinson Integrity

Rick Hunter GHX Modesto Dependable

Joe Morris McCarty Bryan Loyalty

Davis McConnico GHX Loxley Relentless

Ray Ince McCarty Malcom Consistent

Harold Cooke UC Corporate Work-Ethic

Chad Hanson McCarty Rifle Trusted-Partnership

David Austin GHX Stockton/Benicia Determination-Goals

Chris Carter McCarty Corporate Flexible

Byron Freeman GHX Elko Service
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Hose & Fittings, Inc., an ISO 9001: 2008 
certified company, is a value-added 

fabricating distributor and key supplier to 
oilfield companies and OEMs with worldwide 
offshore and subsea operations whose primary 
market is offshore drilling and production.  
HFI’s office, warehouse and fabrication facility 
is located in a 52,000-square-foot complex on 
McCarty Street in Houston, TX.

Founded in 1983 by Tom Chapman, HFI 
is known for its top-quality products and 
customer service from knowledgeable and 
long-tenured employees. Additionally, HFI 
offers 24-hour emergency service, local field 
service, offshore service and support and hose 
inspection and testing. 

According to Richard Harrison, President of 
GHX Industrial, HFI will operate under the 
GHX name and will now be in position to 
offer a greater depth of products and services 
to existing and new customers.  Current and 
expanded product offerings include notable 
brands such as Eaton, Spir Star, Parker 
Hannifin and Dixon Valve & Coupling.  

Andrew Martin, President of HFI has been 
named Region Manager for GHX in the newly 
acquired location. Mr. Martin stated that GHX 
has obviously been very successful at building 
a strong reputation and customer base; the 
HFI team is looking forward to being a part of 
the GHX organization and the UDG family of 
companies.

The United Distribution Group and 
GHX Industrial Extend a Warm 
Welcome to The HFI Team

The United Distribution Group and 
GHX Industrial want to extend a warm 

welcome to the staff of Tennessee-based Fugitt 
Rubber and Supply Co.  

The company was founded in 1963 by M. 
Harold Fugitt. FR&S operates two branches – 
a 25,000-square-foot facility in Memphis, 
Tennessee and an 18,000-square-foot facility 
in Jackson, Tennessee. 

Fugitt is a value-added distributor of custom-
fabricated industrial, hydraulic, metal hose 
and other related products. The company was 
previously owned by Harold Gaither, who 
began his career with FS&R in 1968.

Fugitt’s core customer base has historically 
consisted of steel mills, food & beverage 
processing plants, petrochemical plants and 

OEMs. Fugitt currently has 43 employees on 
staff. 

“Expanding our North American operation 
is an ongoing strategic focus for the United 
Distribution Group, and the acquisition of 
the Fugitt locations compliments our already 
strong North American presence,” said 
Darrell Cole, President & CEO of The United 
Distribution Group.

Richard Harrison, President of GHX 
Industrial stated, “Fugitt’s strong relationships 
and service record in the steel industry adds 
a new dimension to the GHX portfolio.  In 
addition, Fugitt’s in-house waterjet cutting 
capabilities, flashcut machines and die-
cutting presses allows GHX to continue to 
broaden and diversify our product and service 
offerings.”

The United Distribution Group and 
GHX Industrial Welcome Fugitt 
Rubber and Supply Co.

“Where the 
willingness 
is great, the 
difficulties 
cannot be 
great.”
-Niccolo 
Machiavelli
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Henry Looney and Chris McClendon are 
pleased to announce the promotion of 

Nick Cole to the position of senior buyer for 
United Central Industrial Supply.

Nick has been a valued member of the materials 
management group since 2005, when he was 
originally employed in the pricing department. 
Since that time, Nick has held the titles of 
contract clerk and pricing administrator before 
becoming a full-time buyer in 2012. In his new 
role, Nick will be primarily responsible for 
production items (including roof control and 
bits), industrial and hydraulic hoses, and certain 
material handling items.

Nick is a graduate of Liberty University with a 
degree in Business Administration. He has also 
recently participated in several strategic and 
advanced negotiating programs offered by the 
University of Notre Dame – Mendoza School 
of Business. 

Nick and his wife, April, have two daughters 
and their family resides in Bristol, Tennessee. 
Nick is an avid NASCAR fan and racer and is 
currently the reigning Street Stock Champion 
for the Kingsport (TN) Speedway.

Please join us in congratulating Nick in his new 
role. 

United Central Promotes Nick Cole

We are pleased to announce that Titus 
Jumper has joined the GHX team as 

Business Development Manager, based out of 
the Houston corporate office.

Titus has 11 years of sales and accounting 
experience and has spent the last eight years 
with Campbell Fittings as their National 
Sales Manager and the last three years on 
the Board of NAHAD, serving as Chairman 
of the Standards Committee, as well as Co-
Chair of the Advisory Council.  In 2011, he 
was recognized as one of the top industry 

professionals under 40 in Rubber and Plastic 
News.

Titus graduated from West Chester University 
with his Bachelor of Science in Accounting. 

He grew up in central Pennsylvania and has 
lived in League City, Texas, for the last five 
years with his daughter, Linley.  In his free time, 
he enjoys fishing, boating, and stock market 
investing/money management.

Please join us in welcoming Titus to the 
GHX Team!

Charlie Fuller began his career on August 
3, 2001, in Madisonville, Kentucky, with 

Morgantown National which later became 
National Mine Service and ultimately United 

Central Industrial Supply.  Charlie has spent 
the last 13 years as the Madisonville Branch 
Manager.  He officially retired on December 
31, 2014.  

GHX Welcomes Titus Jumper

Charlie Fuller Retirement Party

Pictured are Charlie and UC Midwest 
Regional Manager David Jennelle 
at Charlie’s retirement party on 
December 15.
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World Class Problem Solvers

Partnership with a manufacturer can mean 
so much more than quality parts. Gates 

Corporation blends product design and 
application engineering expertise, in-field 
technical knowledge, market-focused product 
development, and safety-focused education 
to deliver more than reliable quality products.  
While Gates invented the V-belt back in 1917, 
we have continued to introduce products and 
solutions to meet the demands of vast markets 
and applications. From the harsh conditions of 
oil and gas to the clean 
and fast requirements of 
food processing, from 
high torque aggregate 
requirements to high 
precision business 
equipment, Gates delivers insight and quality 
where needed. Here’s a quick look at some 
industry challenges we’ve accepted and the 
products that solved them:

What if you could connect a high pressure 
coupling in mining applications without 
wrenches or tools?

Our new, patented iLok coupling does just that. 
Here are a few advantages over Stecko adaptors: 
it is simple to understand and use, easy to 
connect and disconnect by hand, withstands 
high impulse applications, has a secure, visible 

locking system, and is low profile to fit in tight 
quarters. It reduces time, labor cost, and risk 
in high-pressure hydraulic applications. iLok is 
simpler, faster, and safer.

What if you could replace messy, heavy, and 
high-maintenance roller chain with a lube-
free, lightweight, and low-maintenance belt?

Our Poly Chain GT Carbon belt drives 
outperform and outlast roller chain in a 
variety of demanding applications. Premium 

grade carbon fiber 
tensile cords deliver 
unsurpassed strength 
and stretch resistance, 
while the polyurethane 
construction provides 
resistance to any and 

all weather (not to mention being impervious 
to wash down applications, cutting lubricants 
and many chemicals). Check out gates.com/
chainpain to see how a 9-pound belt replaced a 
190-pound pain-in-the-back roller chain. 

What if you could quickly get the most 
rigorous oilfield hose spec in the industry?

Gates designed their 16C hose to not only meet 
today’s drilling performance needs – in static 
pressures, directional drilling, negative pressure 
pulses, or elevated mud temperatures – but also 

“To improve 
is to change; 
to be perfect 
is to change 
often.”
-Winston Churchill
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World Class Problem Solvers

to dramatically improve current industry lead 
times. Keeping production and assembly in the 
U.S.A. delivers products up to 3-4 times faster 
than leading competitors.  

What if high abrasion applications didn’t 
have to mean frequent replacement? 

Gates MegaTuff Hose Cover outperforms any 
abrasion resistant hose cover on the market. 
Delivering 300 times the abrasion resistance of 
standard hose covers, the MegaTuff Hose Cover 
solves abrasion and wear problems and provides 
resistance to oil, ozone and UV rays. 

What if you could provide top-notch training 
to your key personnel?

With Gates Belt Drive Preventive Maintenance 
and Safe Hydraulics training programs, your 
team will learn about improving equipment 
efficiency, reducing downtime, increasing energy 
savings, and enhancing jobsite safety. 

What if you had design and application 
support to optimize your power transmission 
and fluid power systems?

Our Product Application Engineers are available 

via phone, email and often onsite to assist clients 
in choosing the right products for specific 
applications. They also can assist with any 
troubleshooting problems, system design, and 
even inventory management programs to help 
you get the most value out of your belt and hose 
investments. 

And don’t forget web-based design and 
support tools. 

eCrimp, Design Flex, PT Toolkit, Design 
Connect – all easy-to-use, web-based, interactive 
tools to help you apply and maximize your Gates 
product investments.

When choosing a manufacturing partner, it’s 
important to consider overall value beyond 
the purchased products. Gates Corporation 
provides a wealth of knowledge, experience, and 
expertise in addition to a wide range of product 
solutions and services. Gates is eager to support 
you in every way.

“Any action 
is good 
action if 
there is 
positive 
intent behind 
it.”
-Michael J. Fox
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Matterhorn Footwear is a leading 
manufacturer of heavy duty footwear for 

the energy industry. We are a division of HH 
Brown Shoe Company, an organization 

that has been continuously producing 
work footwear in the USA since its 
founding in 1883.  Located in central 
Pennsylvania, our factory lies right in 
the heart of the “coal belt”. 

A generation ago, Matterhorn worked 
with United Central to design 

footwear specifically for use in the 
unique underground mine 

environment. Before 
this collaboration 

there was no 
true, purpose-

built “mining boot”. Styles like our 12255 and 
the newer CV12000 are current extensions 
of this original partnership. Innovative 
developments like flexible metatarsal guards 
and the “Tiger Tip” remain signature features. 

Upon introduction, Matterhorn leather mining 
boots created a change within the mining 
industry.  Miners were much less fatigued at the 
end of the work day.  This change translated into 
a more productive workforce.  

The ongoing exploration of new materials 
combined with proven manufacturing 
techniques fuels the steady development 
of boots that strive to best combine safety, 
durability, and comfort.  And of course, at a 
price that fairly reflects the best value. This is a 
serious and focused effort as we can honestly 

“To be 
successful, 
you have to 
have your 
heart in your 
business 
and your 
business in 
your heart.”
-Thomas J. Watson

MATTERHORN FOOTWEAR
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“Coming 
together is 
a begining; 
keeping 
together is 
progress; 
working 
together is 
success.”
-Henry Ford

say, with decades of experience, that United 
Central’s customers work in the most brutal 
physical environments, by far, of all our 
business segments. 

Because we consider boots as tools, not 
apparel, Matterhorn strives to maintain the 
largest selection of energy industry footwear 
available today. Each style is designed to specific 
functional targets and can emphasize different 
enhanced capabilities, depending on intended 
use. 

Backing up the extensive selection of styles is a 
unique commitment to inventory stock, which 
we believe is the largest in the industry. Regular 
visits to the factory by United employees allows 

not only close collaboration on continuous 
improvements to existing styles and new needs 
as United expands its horizons, but also to 
inspect our inventory positions. 

The relationship goes both ways, as we are 
invited to visit United’s locations and exchange 
information directly with the branches. Many 
times, we have been able to go down into 
a mine or on a facility with United’s field 
executives to see and understand the conditions 
and expectations of the customers directly. 

We look forward to expanding this partnership 
into more of United Distribution Group’s 
businesses as your expansion continues into the 
future.  

COMPANY PROFILE
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The first set of NAHAD exams covering 
the specification manuals was created in 

2006 and released in December of that year.  A 
year later, NAHAD released exams covering 
the fabrication material.  Since the specification 
manuals were six years old with no revisions 
or edits, NAHAD decided to update all five 
specification manuals creating the Hose Safety 
Institute (HSI) Handbook released in 2012.  
New specification exams were created and the 
old specification exams were retired in late 2012.  
By the end of 2014, the updated fabrication 
guides were finalized and the exams released.  

NAHAD exams cover all five hose groups: 
industrial, hydraulic, composite, corrugated 
metal and fluoropolymer. Exams are divided in 
two classifications: specifications (sales related) 
and fabrication (assembly related).

Originally, NAHAD exams were important to 
GHX locations working toward Continental 
ContiTech STAR Certification.  Our focus 
has changed since then and we believe all of 
our locations should be uniform, not only in 

appearance, but in every aspect of our business; 
this will allow all GHX/McCarty locations to 
provide customers the same service, sales and 
technical expertise across our chain.    

NAHAD exams keep GHX/McCarty locations 
in compliance with NAHAD HSI requirements. 
More importantly, the exams are a training aid 
for all associates and will help them to realize 
what they know and what they need to work on.  
The HSI Handbook that is used for the open 
book exams is a good reference resource that can 
be used to answer customer questions. 

When an associate passes an exam they are 
sent a Certificate of Recognition for the 
successful completion of the specific exam.  We 
believe these certificates should be displayed 
to recognize our employees and validate the 
importance of our training program.

This program will help associates increase 
their product knowledge and build their 
confidence when speaking to a customer 
about hose applications.

GHX/McCarty NAHAD Exams Program
By Bill Guarnieri, Fluid Transfer Specialist, GHX Industrial

Name Test Branch

Peter Maley Industrial Hose (Handbook) Gooding

Mike Andrulis Industrial Hose (Handbook) Gooding

Dean Combs Industrial Hose (Handbook) Gooding

Mike Deluca Industrial Hose (Handbook) Gooding

Randy Wagner Industrial Hose (Handbook) Gooding

David Welborn Industrial Hose (Fabrication) Loxely

Patrick Liner Industrial Hose (Fabrication) Williston McCarty

Chris Frazier Industrial Hose (Fabrication) Houston South

Ryan Lanier Corrugated Metal Hose (Fabrication) Houston West

Bill Guarnieri Corrugated Metal Hose (Fabrication) Corporate

Joe Halek, Jr. Corrugated Metal Hose (Fabrication) Gooding

Davis McConico Composite Hose (Fabrication) Loxley

Dalton Colette Composite Hose (Fabrication) Loxley

David Welborn Composite Hose (Fabrication) Loxley

Nathaniel Howe Hydraulic Hose (Fabrication) Houston West

Iver Maldonado Hydraulic Hose (Fabrication) Houston West

Ryan Lanier Hydraulic Hose (Fabrication) Houston West

Davis McConnico Hydraulic Hose (Fabrication) Loxley

Annette Sedlak Hydraulic Hose (Fabrication) Baltimore

Davis McConnico Fluoropolymer Hose (Fabrication) Loxley

David Welborn Fluoropolymer Hose (Fabrication) Loxley

Darby Mellot Fluoropolymer Hose (Fabrication) Greencastle

Mark Walker Fluoropolymer Hose (Fabrication) Loxley

“Accept the 
challenges 
so that you 
can feel the 
exhilaration 
of victory.”
-George S. Patton
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GHX (Corporate and The Beaumont 
Branch) has agreed to support Feeding 

America through the Southeast Texas Food 
Bank, where I am a volunteer member on the 
Board of Directors. We are sponsoring the 
grocery bags that will be used by the Three 
Rivers Council – Boy Scouts of America to 

collect food for contribution to the Food Bank 
to be distributed as needed. The Southeast 
Texas Food Bank reaches out to eight counties 
and services 135 member agencies that serve 
the various community needs throughout 
Southeast Texas. 

Feeding America
By Ronnie Shilo, Branch Manager, Beaumont TX, GHX Industrial

On January 31, 2015, Continental 
ContiTech and Campbell Fittings 

hosted a special training session for McCarty 
Equipment. Three branches attended. The 
Odessa, Abilene and San Angelo branches 
were all represented. It was a successful event 
that included Campell Crimpnology training, 
Continental ContiTech industrial hose 
training, and Continental ContiTech hydraulic 
hose and fitting training. We would like to 
give a special thanks to Steven Shier and Ryan 
Wellborn for their participation. 

Left to right back row: Zac Ott, Titus Jumper, 
(Campbell Sales Rep) Robert Leigh, Terry 
Pirtle, Eric Barlow, Randy Chamness, Steve 
Shier (Continental ContiTech Rep), Jimmy 
Saunders, Clinton McClure, and Ryan 
Wellborn (Campbell Rep)

Left to right front row: Brandon Wingrove, 
Danielle Wingrove, Dylan Robinson, Rudy 
Sanchez, and Mike Pence

McCarty - Odessa Product Training
By Danielle Wingrove, Administrative Assistant, McCarty Corporate Office

“Goals 
provide the 
energy source 
that powers 
our lives. 
One of the 
best ways we 
can get the 
most from 
the energy 
we have is 
to focus it. 
That is what 
goals can 
do for us; 
concentrate 
our energy.”
-Denis Waitley

GHX/McCarty NAHAD Exams Program
By Bill Guarnieri, Fluid Transfer Specialist, GHX Industrial
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Front row left to right:  Brenda Walker, Steve Frasier, Merle Garrison and Camille McCormick

Back row left to right:  Gary Emery, Andy Wilson, Allen Parker, Doug Rentfro, Terry Jeralds, John 
Carnaghi, Tom Filla and Jim Justice

Not pictured: Greg Howell and Sean Acree

The UC Herrin branch prepares a 70-pallet 
early ag season order. Herrin sells 

everything from anhydrous ammonia and LP 
gas assemblies, to VA tubing, chemical 

and water suction hose and clear and 
reinforced tubing to fertilizer dealers across 
the country. This is a growing part of the 
Herrin branch’s business.

Featured Branch - United Central 
Herrin, Illinois

Ag Hose Season in Full Swing in 
Herrin, Illinois
By Dennis Monarch, Midwest Territory Manager, United Central Industrial Supply

“Action is the 
foundational 
key to all 
success.”
-Pablo Picasso
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On January 13 and 14, members of the United Central team visited and toured the 3M facility in 
St. Paul, Minnesota. Pictured left to right are: Tim McGlynn, 3M Channel Marketing Manager; John 
Kieffer, 3M US Business Director; Chris McClendon, UC VP Materials Management; Henry Looney, UC 
President; Jeff Lavers, 3M VP/General Manager; Carl Mallory, UDG Director of Marketing; Stephanie 
Wright-Blado, 3M Segment Marketing Manager; Monica Hilger, 3M US Sales and Marketing Manager 
and Heather Cole, 3M Business Development Manager.

On February 18 - 20, The GHX team exhibited 
at the California Food Processing Expo in 
Sacramento.

Pictured Left to Right – Ernie Hall and Chris 
Smith of the Stockton, California branch. 

On December 3, 4, and 5, members of the 
UC team exhibited at the Mississippi Lime 
Producers Association show in Osage, Missouri.

Pictured Left to right are Dennis Monarch, UC 
Territory Manager; Charles Bowen, UC Granite 
City Branch Manager and Dan Hickham, UC 
Granite City Outside Sales Representative.

On January 28, 29, and 30, members of the 
UC team exhibited at the West Virginia Coal 
Symposium at the Charleston Civic Center in 
Charleston, West Virginia.

Left to right are Kevin Farley, Beckley, WV, Inside 
Sales Representative, and George Soltes, 
Beckley, WV, Outside Sales Representative.
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Shannon Octave, GHX Director of Operations
David Austin, GHX Branch 
Manager – Benicia/Stockton

On January 30, members of 
the UC team and the Parker 
Hannifin team huddled at the 
UC corporate office to make 
joint plans for 2015.

Left to right and back to front: 
Stuart Cecil, Mike Wells, 
Henry Looney, Nick Cole, Carl 
Mallory, David Miller, Chris 
McClendon, Steve Hogge 
(Parker), Matt Pritchard 
(Parker) and Dale Taylor.

On December 3 - 5, members of the UC West team exhibited 
at the American Exploration and Mining Association in 
Sparks, NV.

Pictured left to right are Darrell Lewis, Branch Manager - 
Price, UT; Mike Moran, Regional Manager; Joe Vendetti, 
Regional Manager; and David Kimbel, Outside Sales 
Representative.

On December 12, Darrell 
Cole, CEO of The United 
Distribution Group, and Henry 
Looney, President of United 
Central, presented a check to 
the Bristol VA/TN Santa Pal 
organization for our combined 
corporate office employee – 
company donation.  According 
to Darrell, “This donation 
should go a long way toward 
helping underprivileged 
children in our area. Many 
thanks to all.”

Pictured left to right:  Darrell 
Cole, Lavonda Lockner, VP of 
Santa Pal, and Henry Looney

Biker Dudes



Name Location Job title

Michael McBride Abilene Malcom Supply - McCarty Fabricator 1

Crecincio Juarez Houston South Fabricator 3

Ruben Soriano Elko Fabricator 1

Ross Breaux Houma Fabricator 1

Nicholas Urquidez San Angelo - McCarty Fabricator 1

Miranda Allen Corporate Pricing & Project Manager

Lindsay Musgrave Corpus Christi Customer Service Representative

Blake Walters Houston West Customer Service Representative

Jason Akers Greencastle Fabricator 1

Sean Cooper Odessa - McCarty Account Manager

Robert Dionne Broussard Fabricator 2

Shawn Fossier Geismar Fabricator 1

Liam Gough Houston South Production Manager

Chase Gunnells Broussard Fabricator 2

Erick Maldonado Kilgore - McCarty Fabricator 1

Jeff Treat Jacksonville Westside Account Manager

Francois Tshabu Williston McCarty Fabricator 1

Tim Alexander Beaumont Operations Manager

Moises Quintanilla Houston South Fabricator 1

GHX/McCarty New Employees

Name Location Job title

Allan Casey Abilene - McCarty Assistant Manager

Debra Morfin Elko Operations Manager

Brian Brady Abilene - McCarty Fabricator 2

James Freeman Abilene - McCarty Fabricator 2

William Parks Abilene - McCarty Fabricator 2

Chance Perkins Abilene - McCarty Customer Service Representative

Vicente Pineda Elko Shop Supervisor

Rhett Saunders Abilene - McCarty Customer Service Representative

GHX/McCarty Promotions

“The starting 
point of all 
achievement 
is desire.”
-Napoleon Hill
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Name Location Job title

Eva Beaule Bristol HR Generalist

Cory Olson Price Warehouse Attendant

Randy Jenkins Madisonville Field Salesperson

United Central New Employees

Name Location Job title

Mike Yates Madisonville Manager

Nick Cole Corporate Senior Buyer

United Central Promotions
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KEEPING OUR FOCUS
“In order 
to carry 
a positive 
action, we 
must here 
develop a 
positive 
vision.”
-Dalai Lama
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Spinach is a nutrition superstar and won’t 
put inches on your waist.  In addition, it’s 

easy to grow, and with spring approaching in 
just a few weeks, you might even want to try 
your hand at growing your own spinach. If not, 
it’s readily available at the grocery store.

The easiest way to serve spinach is in a salad. 
My salad consisted of spinach topped with 
fruit. I would have added some goat cheese 
and pecans, but as I made this salad, there 
was 12 inches of snow on the ground and no 
grocery store near!

Suggested 
Ingredients
• Baby spinach

• Blueberries

• Raspberries

• Sliced 
tangerines

Optional 
Ingredients
• Goat cheese
• Toasted pecans

Combine the following ingredients and 
shake well!

• 1/4 cup olive oil

• 1 cup seasoned rice vinegar

• 1 (10 oz.) jar seedless raspberry jam

This is a “pretty” addition to your meal plans 
and goes well with most any meat.

“The world is 
all gates, all 
opportunities, 
all strings 
of tension 
waiting to be 
struck.”
-Ralph Waldo 
Emerson

By Eva Beaule, UC HR Generalist
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